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Abstract

We report on the first successful high-resolution gas phase study of the “parallel” band of DMSO at 380 cm−1 associ-
ated with theν11 bending vibrational mode. The spectrum was recorded at 0.0015 cm−1 resolution using the AILES
beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron source, the IFS 125 FTIR spectrometer and a multipass cell allowing an op-
tical path of 150 m. The rotational constants and centrifugal corrections obtained from the analysis of the resolved
rotational transitions reproduce the spectrum to the experimental accuracy.
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1. Introduction1

Dimethylsulfoxyde (DMSO) is an excellent solvat-2

ing agent which has many important applications in3

chemistry, biochemistry and industry. In the ocean at-4

mosphere, DMSO is naturally emitted from the oxi-5

dation of dimethylsulfide (DMS) produced by the ma-6

rine phytoplankton and plays a significant role in the7

atmospheric sulfur chemistry [2]. Furthermore, DMSO8

is considered to be an organosulfide simulant of toxic9

agents such as the mustard gas. So in addition to its im-10

portance for industrial and environmental studies, mon-11

itoring DMSO concentrations is of considerable interest12

to civil protection.13

First spectroscopic analysis of the microwave (mw)14

transitions in the ground state of DMSO which allowed15
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the equilibrium configuration
of DMSO according to theab initio computation using [1]; axes cor-
respond to the three principal axes of inertia crossing at the center of
mass, axesB andC (vertical) lie in the the symmetry plane.
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to determine quartic centrifugal distortion constants was1

reported in [3, 4] and later again in [5]. Most compre-2

hensively, up toJ = 50, the ground state has been re-3

cently re-analyzed in [6]. The last reported experiments4

on gas phase rovibrational spectra of DMSO go back5

more thirty years [7] and were limited to low resolution6

and wavenumbers above 600 cm−1. The harmonic force7

field of DMSO was determined byTypke and Dakkouri8

in 2000 [8] using liquid phase data for the low frequency9

bending modes, and using vibrational satellite bands in10

the mw region for the torsional modes with predicted11

frequencies below 300 cm−1.12

It is in this context that the first gas phase high res-13

olution Far-InfraRed (FIR) spectroscopic analysis of14

DMSO was undertaken recently in [9]. This work made15

full use of the exceptional properties of the AILES16

beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron in the THz/FIR17

domain [10, 11]. In the present paper, we report on the18

first successful analysis of the gas phase rovibrational19

transition involving one of the lowest frequency vibra-20

tional modes of DMSO.21

DMSO is a 10-atomicCs symmetric molecule, whose22

equilibrium configuration is shown in fig.1. This aver-23

age structure was derived byTypke and Dakkouri[8]24

after combining available data from IR, Raman and mw25

spectroscopy, and gas electron diffraction withab initio26

predictions and reevaluating the harmonic force field of27

the molecule. Our preliminary experiments performed28

with the internal sources of the IFS125 Bruker FTIR29

spectrometer [12] allowed to update the experimental30

vibrational frequencies of all the IR active modes of31

DMSO (cf fig. 2) and to obtain a better agreement with32

the force field developed in [8].33

At low vibrational excitations, the two methyl groups34

of DMSO cannot rotate internally and the vibrations of35

the molecule can be analyzed in terms of 24 normal36

modes [8]. A number of these modes, notably the sym-37

metric (A′-type) ν11 and the asymmetric (A′′-type) ν2338

related to the bending vibrations of the OSC2 frame,39

have frequencies in the THz domain and are strongly40

dipole active. However, up until now, the rotational41

structure of these states could not be studied due to the42

very low vapor pressure of DMSO and low intensity of43

the conventional radiation sources in this frequency do-44

main.45

2. Experimental details46

Taking advantage of the natural high brilliance and47

the small divergence of the synchrotron radiation (SR)48

in the THz/FIR domain can reduce drastically the ac-49

quisition time of the rovibrational spectra [13]. Sev-50

eral synchrotron facilities, notably the Canadian Light51

Source, the Australian synchrotron, the SOLEIL syn-52

chrotron facility, and others have different IR beam-53

lines that can be used for high resolution spectroscopy54

[14, 15]. This field is under rapid development.55

The absorption spectra of DMSO have been recorded56

in the 20–600 cm−1 spectral range on the FIR beam-57

line AILES of SOLEIL. Opened to external users at the58

end of 2008, AILES has already demonstrated its ex-59

ceptional suitability for gas phase high resolution THz60

spectroscopy in a number of studies [16–18] which61

for the most part could not be performed with thermal62

sources. In our present study, the synchrotron radiation63

was absolutely essential in order to observe, in a lim-64

ited time, the resolved rovibrational FIR spectrum of65

DMSO.66

The AILES beamline was designed to obtain excep-67

tional performances in terms of flux, spectral range, and68

stability in the entire IR domain.Roy et al.have devel-69

oped a reliable high resolution spectroscopic ensemble70

providing high detection sensitivity in a wide frequency71

range [10]. Comparison with classical thermal sources72

showed that the main gain from the use of the SR was73

obtained in the THz/FIR spectral domain. According to74

the recent comparative measurements in the 100 cm−1
75

region [11], the delivered flux and the achieved S/N ra-76

tio for the SR are factor of 40 higher than those of a77

conventional thermal source, such as the mercury dis-78

charge lamp.79

In our experiments, the AILES beamline was focused80

onto the entrance aperture of a high resolution Bruker81

IFS 125 Fourier transform interferometer containing a82

6 µm mylar-Silicon composite beamsplitter suitable for83

the THz spectral range. In order to limit the absorption84

due to the atmospheric compounds, the interferometer85

was continuously evacuated to 10−5 Torr. The detector86

was a helium-cooled silicon bolometer equipped with87

an optical band-pass filters, with band widths of 10–60088

cm−1. DMSO of stated purity higher than 97% from89

Aldrich Chemical Co was used, without further purifi-90

cation, by direct injection of the saturated vapor pres-91

sures at room temperature in the cell (0.42 Torr at 29392

K). Due to the low volatility of the compound, a high93

sensitivity was required for these experiments. There-94

fore, the spectrometer was connected to a multipass cell95

(in a White type configuration) adjusted to reach a 15096

m optical path length. This cell was isolated from the97

interferometer by 50µm thick polypropylene windows.98

The observed spectrum associated with theν11 rovi-99

brational transition of DMSO is shown in fig.2. The100

spectrum was recorded with the resolution∆ν = 0.0015101

cm−1 at a pressure of 0.06 Torr. To achieve a S/N ratio102
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Figure 2: Spectrum of theν11 fundamental band of DMSO observed
using the AILES beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron (P = 0.06 Torr,
L = 150 m,∆ν = 0.00015 cm−1, 700 scans, 46 hours of acquisition).
The insert (top left) shows the system of the lowest vibrational energy
levels of DMSO in cm−1 according to our measurements and, for the
two lowest modes, to [8]. Gray lines represent nearly dipole inactive
states and their overtones, the arrow shows theν11 transition observed
in this work.

> 100 in theν11 region, we had to co-add the Fourier1

transform of 700 interferograms. The total acquisition2

time amounted to 46 hours. Note that with conven-3

tional sources, several months would be necessary to4

obtain a similar S/N ratio! The spectrum in fig.2 was5

calibrated using residual water absorption lines whose6

wavenumbers were taken from the HITRAN spectro-7

scopic database [19]. The calibration accuracy was8

about 0.00015 cm−1(RMS). For clarity, the residual wa-9

ter lines were subsequently removed manually from the10

spectrum presented in fig.2. On the other hand, the base-11

line was not subtracted.12

3. Specifics of the rotational structure of DMSO13

DMSO is a slightly asymmetric top molecule with
two nearly equal rotational constantsA & B, and sig-
nificantly smaller third constantC. Its asymmetry pa-
rameter

κ = 1− 2ε2 =
2B− (A+C)

A−C
≈ 0.91, (1)

is close to that of anoblatesymmetric top (κ = 1). This14

specificity of DMSO was mentioned in [4] and the ex-15

ample of DMSO was used to discussK-doubling and16

Watson’sS-reduction [4, 20, 21].17

Figure3 illustrates the classical rotational energy of
DMSO in the ground state|0〉 which is obtained after

Figure 3: Classical rotational energy of DMSO in the vibrational
ground state|0〉 with J = 25. The energy (to a fixed constant) is
given by the radial distance from the origin of the plot. The surface is
drawn in slightly rotated coordinates (Ja, Jb, Jc) of fig. 1. Equidistant
levels of constant energy are stripe painted to display more clearly the
shape of the surface. We see a deep minimum along theJc axis (verti-
cal) and a very shallow relief in the equatorial area with a small white
maximal energy domain of stable classical rotation about axisJa.

replacing the components (Ja, Jb, Jc) of the angular mo-
mentum operatorJ for their classical analogs

(Ja, Jb, Jc) = ‖J‖ (cosθ, sinθ sinφ, sinθ cosφ).

Here‖J‖ =
√

J(J + 1) is given by the quantum number18

J, and (θ, φ) define coordinates on the reduced rotational19

phase spaceS2
J. We can see that most ofS2

J is taken up20

by stable rotations about axisC which correlate to those21

in the oblate symmetric top limit (concentric stripes in22

fig. 3). Rotations about axisAare represented by a much23

smaller domain ofS2
J (white area near axisJa in the24

equatorial belt of the surface), and a similarly small do-25

main (self-intersecting blue stripe in fig.3) corresponds26

to delocalized unstable motions with energies between27

those of theC andA rotations. To appreciate how close28

the molecule is to the symmetric top limit, imagine [22]29

switching the16O atom for its isotope17O or 18O. In30

the usual DMS16O (fig. 1), axis A, or the stable prin-31

cipal axis with minimal moment of inertia, is the axis32

perpendicularto the symmetry plane. DMS17O is very33

close to the symmetric top, and in DMS18O axesA and34

B are interchanged, and the stable axis liesin-plane.35

Given that (in the simplest rigid rotor approximation)
the relative area of theA-domain ofS2

J is

2
π

arcsinε =
2
π

arcsin

√
A− B
A−C

≈ 0.14,

the number of quantum states localized in that domain,36

or A-states, is below 10–15% of all states. Furthermore,37

since localized states form doublets, the number of the38

latter can be estimated as≈ 0.14J and so they exist39
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only for J > 8. The rest of the states are theC-states1

which correlate with the oblate symmetric top states and2

which are classified adequately by the good quantum3

numberK = Kc of Jc. For this reason, axisC is the most4

natural choice of the quantization axis for the rotational5

basis functions|J,K〉 used to construct the matrix of the6

effective rotational HamiltonianH(J).7

Recall that to minimize the number of adjustable pa-8

rameters inH, the latter is reduced to aD2-symmetric9

form following the procedure by Watson [23]. This10

form is not unique and for nearly symmetric tops, it is11

customary [4, 20, 21, 24] to use thes-form because it12

requires a smaller transformation and so is, in principle,13

a faster converging series. Additionally, one may also14

expect a lesser distortion of the original dipole moment15

operator. This all may be beneficial to the initial stages16

of the spectroscopic analysis and to higherJ extrapola-17

tions.18

In practice, however, the situation is less straightfor-19

ward. In addition to a scalar series inJ2, the s-form20

Hamiltonian includes diagonal and tensorial terms. The21

former are various powers ofK2 (or cos2 θ) and con-22

tribute primarily to the energies of theC-states, while23

the latter include also powers of (Ja ± iJb)2 (or sin2 θ)24

that describe theA-states or the intermediate states. The25

number of terms of each kind is roughly equal, while the26

number ofC states is much larger. This disproportion27

may result in stronger correlations between the tensorial28

terms, especially when theA-states are observed with29

lower precision or not observed at all. In such cases, the30

a-form may turn out more stable [6].31

4. Analysis of theν11 fundamental32

In our present analysis, we treated the|ν11 = 1〉 fun-
damental as an isolated vibrational state, i.e., we consid-
ered no explicit Coriolis interactions with other close ly-
ing states, notably the|ν23 = 1〉 fundamental, and no vi-
brational resonances, such as the Fermi resonance with
the|ν24 = 2〉 overtone (cf fig.2 and [8]). This turned out
to be sufficient within the accuracy of our data and the
range of the observedJ values. In our approximation,
the effective rovibrational Hamiltonian

H = ω11v+(A+vδA)J2
x+(B+vδB)J2

y +(C+vδC)J2
z + . . .

includes purely rotational terms describing the ground33

state and their corrections in the upper state|v = 1〉. For34

the higher order terms inH, we used Watson’ss-form35

with axisz the axisC of the oblate symmetric top limit.36

As discussed in sec.3, such choice is the most physical37

Figure 4: Fragments of the observed and calculated spectra of theν11
band of DMSO; top to bottomP-branch,Q-branch, andR-branch.
The predicted spectra are simulated using the Lorentzian profile with
HWHM of 0.0008 cm−1.

for DMSO. Moreover, we had the advantage of observ-38

ing sufficiently many transitions to theA-states in order39

to stabilize thes-form in the least square fit.40

The initial analysis and assignments became possible41

after observing that the|0〉→|ν11 = 1〉 was quite simi-42

lar to a parallel band of a symmetric top molecule: a43
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strongQ-branch shouldered by weaker and reasonably1

regularP- andR-branches (see fig.2). This meant that2

out of the two components of the in-plane dipole mo-3

mentµ(q) = (0, µb, µc)Tq induced by thisA′-symmetric4

vibration, theC-component (that would be responsi-5

ble for a parallel transition in the symmetric top) was6

stronger. At closer look (see fig.4), the band had a com-7

plex, dense, and unresolvedQ-branch, which extended8

far enough to obscure the low-J multiplets of theP-9

branch, while the beginning of theR-branch was buried10

under additional dense bands, possibly hot bands, off11

the high frequency head of theQ-branch. Neverthe-12

less, entering basic rotational and dipole moment pa-13

rameters, we managed to model severalP- andR-branch14

J = 12. . . 15 multiplets well enough for picking com-15

bination frequencies and making unambiguous assign-16

ments. After that, fitting the spectrum became rela-17

tively straightforward. We used the programs byPickett18

[25, 26] for computing and fitting the spectra and the19

programs byKisiel [27, 28] to assist assignments.20

Combining the mw|0〉→|0〉 data from [6] and our FIR21

measurements on|0〉→|1〉, we adjusted all parameters in22

H and reproduced the experimental data close to their23

estimated experimental accuracy, see table1 and fig.5.24

To this end it was necessary to developH to degree 8 in25

(J,K). Figure5 shows that we have been able to reach26

all levels within assignedJ-multiplet, and in particular27

levels of typeA at the high energy end. The latter was28

possible due to the strong transitions to the topmostA-29

state doublet withKa = ±J which could be observed30

very clearly at the blue edge ofRmultiplets, see fig.4.31

The resulting parameter values are given in table132

and the measured transitions in the P and R branches33

of the bandν11 are given as supplementary materials in34

sec.Appendix A. Because the accuracy of the mw data35

was 0.03 MHz while that of the FIR data was about 536

MHz, the resulting|0〉 parameters were only but slightly37

affected by the FIR combination frequencies, and are38

close to those obtained in [6] for their S-III choice.39

We can see in fig.5 that the rotational structure of40

|ν11 = 1〉 is standard. In fact, in the scale of the figure41

it differs invisibly from that of|0〉. There is no qual-42

itative complications due to the closeness of the sym-43

metric top limit. In fact the two methyl groups are too44

bulky and this hinders the decrease of the CSC angle45

when the molecule rotates about axisA. So the angle46

remains far from≈ 90 degrees and the geometry is suf-47

ficiently far from that of the accidental symmetric top.48

The only problem that we encountered was the persis-49

tent strong local perturbation of a singleC-typeK = 1550

or 16 level in each multiplet starting withJ = 30 (see51

gaps in fig.5). Additionally, we registered a small num-52

Table 1: Parameters of the effective rotational Hamiltonian for the
ground state and theν11 fundamental state of DMSO. Also provided is
the summary of the experimental data used for each state, the accuracy
σcalc of the fit, and the number of lines reproduced with errors outside
the 2σcalc interval.

|0〉 |ν11 = 1〉

ω11 11294.71934(72) GHz
A 7036.58255(19) δA 5.0427(80) MHz
B 6910.83024(19) δB 3.6235(81) MHz
C 4218.77665(27) δC −1.0061(68) MHz

−DK −3.99040(47) −δDK 0.193(29) KHz
−DJK 8.93877(55) −δDJK −0.451(36) KHz
−DJ −6.08972(36) −δDJ 0.299(16) KHz

d1 −0.163670(63) δd1 0.066(11) KHz
d2 −0.271802(33) δd2 0.0443(75) KHz

HK −0.02233(50) δHK 0.044(39) Hz
HJKK 0.05486(70) δHJKK −0.141(74) Hz
HJJK −0.04143(56) δHJJK 0.196(57) Hz

HJ 0.00946(28) δHJ −0.089(18) Hz
h1 −0.002260(72) δh1 −0.027(14) Hz
h2 0.001283(70) δh2 −0.030(13) Hz
h3 −0.001384(23) δh3 −0.0060(39) Hz
LJ −0.000181(79) δLJ 0.0293(67) mHz

LJJK 0.00089(21) δLJJK −0.122(26) mHz
LJK −0.00123(43) δLJK 0.244(48) mHz

LKKJ 0.00032(50) δLKKJ −0.263(43) mHz
LK 0.00007(25) δLK 0.108(18) mHz
l1 0.000243(32) δl1 0.0123(58) mHz
l2 −0.000139(36) δl2 0.0161(59) mHz
l3 0.000034(17) δl3 0.0048(30) mHz
l4 −0.0000059(35) δl4 −0.00060(49) mHz

lines 1717 mw 1581 FIR
807 FIR freq. diff.

J 1 . . . 39 5. . . 40
σexp 0.03 MHz 0.00015 cm−1

σcalc 0.03 MHz 0.00022 cm−1

N>2σ 101 mw 36 FIR

ber of relatively weak and sparse lines that did not be-53

long to ourν11 band. The perturbed level sequence had54

to be excluded from our fit and its neighbors exhibited55

characteristically increasing systematic errors as they56

approached the perturber. These errors may have re-57

sulted in a slightly higher overall discrepancy of the fit58

compared to the estimated experimental uncertainty.59

5. Conclusion60

It is always a matter of considerable satisfaction to61

participate in a fresh important development in a field62

where such advancement seemed unlikely just a few63

years ago. Together with several other recent studies64

[13–16], our successful measurement and analysis of65
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Figure 5: Rotational energy levels (main panel) of DMSO in the vibra-
tional stateν11 according to parameters in table1. Energies are shown
minus the scalar energyHs(J); bold solid lines represent energies of
classical stationary axes of rotation (relative equilibria), observed lev-
els are marked red. Small upper panel shows respective errors in re-
producing rotational transitions in theν11 FIR band. Color version:
red and blue representA- andC-type levels respectively.

theν11 band of DMSO demonstrates most convincingly1

the potential of the synchrotron spectroscopy in the far2

IR. The use of the synchrotron radiation made suddenly3

available for spectroscopic studies a great number of4

new subjects.5

Thus our present work is just at the beginning of6

unraveling the rovibrational structure of low frequency7

bending and torsional vibrational states of DMSO and8

yielding important comprehensive structural and spec-9

troscopic information on this molecule. The next nat-10

ural step in this study will be the analysis of the “per-11

pendicular”ν23 band which was observed in the same12

experiment [9]. This analysis may be complicated by a13

possibly strong Coriolis interaction with another close14

vibrational state (see the scheme in fig.2).15

It is also tempting to investigate further the nature of16

the perturbing state mentioned in sec.4. The little avail-17

able information may suggest a “dark” state situated18

within 15 cm−1 below |ν11 = 1〉. From fig.2 and taking19

into account that harmonic frequencies [8] used to draw20

fig. 2 are uncertain and anharmonic corrections may ran21

as high as 10–15 cm−1, we may deduce that such a state22

may well be an|ν24 = 2〉 overtone coupled to|ν11 = 1〉23

via a cubic Fermi term orq3J Coriolis terms. Finally, in24

the same context, it is interesting to understand fully the25

origin of the other band(s) whose weakerQ-branch(es)26

is(are) observed in our experiment (see fig.4). These27

may be related to hot bands, to perturbing states, or even28

to aggregates of DMSO with itself or with water and29

other impurities. We anticipate substantial progress in30

answering these questions in the near future.31
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